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An –ing form is one of the forms of suffixes that often used in English language. The –ing form often used is divided into two categories i.e. present participle and gerund. Both rise usually in some different functions and positions. As present participle, especially in its function, the –ing form is known has features to explain, to determine and to identify noun or equivalent. These features take after as adjective and adverb possess. Meanwhile in its position, the –ing form is placed in some different positions, whether before noun (phrase), after noun, in the beginning of a sentence, in the middle of sentence and in the end of a sentence. As gerund, the –ing form is known function as noun. This is a reason for the researcher to investigate the –ing form as the research.

All these different functions and positions of the –ing form are also difficulties that are encountered by the researcher’s friends in the State Islamic University of Bandung. They confused to determine which the –ing form as present participle and as gerund. Therefore, the researcher decides to describe, to determine and to analyze the usage of the –ing form that is investigated from R.D. Blackmore’s Novel “Lorna Doone” as a way to aid overcoming that difficulties.

The purpose of this research is to give easiness for researcher’s friends in understanding different functions and positions of the –ing form. The method used in this research is descriptive method. Technique which is used to analyze is by observing some sentences that is identified and classified. Step to analyze is syntactic theory. On the contrary, analysis which is taken is accordance with theories that is put forward by Marcella Frank that is supported also by another theory.

The result of this research points out that the –ing form has different functions and positions in a sentence, whether functions as present participle or functions as gerund. The –ing form as present participle is known through its function as adjective and as adverb; namely to explain, to describe, and to identify noun (phrase) and to explain sentence. It also can be known through its position, namely in the beginning of sentence, in middle of sentence, in the end of sentence, and before noun and after noun. The –ing form as gerund is known through its function as subject, as object, as subject complement, as direct object, as an object preposition and as appositive or in another word, in the beginning of sentence, in the middle of sentence, and in the end of the sentence. The researcher finds 117 of sentences having the –ing form, however, only 84 of sentences having the –ing form that can be identified as present participle. Then, researcher finds only 26 of sentences having the –ing form that can be identified as gerund.

Hence, the –ing form is understood has various usages, whether as present participle category or as gerund category. Each of them is known through their function and their position. Hoping that this research can be a way for researcher’s friends and readers of English language generally to understand the use of the –ing form.